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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Shaw Farm is located at the southeast corner of Sand Island. The property
includes five buildings, three clustered at the dock, one about one-hundred
feet west of these, and one about sixty feet up hill to the north.
Hill House. This building is a simple hand-hewn log structure, one-and-onehalf stories high with a single gable taxrpapered roof. The log joints are
locked at the corners. There is a large, one-story, single-gable frame addition
at the front of the building. This addition is largely glazed, serving as a
dining room, while the older section serves as a kitchen. Another apparent
alteration is a large window cut into the south side of the log structure.
Originally the cabin contained a second floor bedroom and had a large lean-to
addition to its west side for a dining room, kitchen and entry. The main
room was used as a living room. These additions no longer exist. The cabin
recently has been shored up with new concrete foundations.
Log Cabin. This was the original residence for the farm and is a small,
single-gable log building. It rests on later concrete foundations; its roof
is covered with tar paper, and it has a small lean-to addition on the west
side which was built to house the island community's co-op store. This
building was used for many years as a shelter for herring fishermen and a
hired man. Now it serves as an occasional sitting room. By 1946, the building
had rotted from the bottom until the entrance was only four feet higih. At
that time, a new floor was built, the second floor taken out, and windows
and doors were replaced.
Workshop. Along the shore and to the west of the log cabin is a weathered
frame structure with a pronounced lean. This building served as a workshop,
forge, and sail QLoft. Its upright framing members are trimmed logs, and its
exterior walls are vertical boards. The building is one-and-one-half stories
higih and has a single-^able~~?arpapered roof. The east and south walls are
buttressed on the exterior by log poles set at an angle. Though it appears to
be in danger of sudden collapse, the building has been propped up in this
manner since the turn of the century.
Grain Building. Immediately to the north of the log cabin is a two-story
building. Its exterior walls are tarpapered and its interior construction
is frame. The roof is a tarpapered single gable and the building rests on
stone foundations. The second floor is entered across a recently-built
bridge from the hill to the north. The first floor is entered from the
south. Behind this building is a root cellar constructed of the same pine
logs used in the cabin and the Hill house. The roof of the cellar has caved
in.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

As the first permanent settlement on Sand Island, the Shaw Farm set the precedent
which allowed the establishment of a small year-round community of fishermenfarmers. Over the years, the buildings of the farm served the islanders with
a post office, a general store, a community ice and smoke house, and a social
center.
Francis Shaw received land on Sand Island as a Civil War veteran 1 s bonus. The
deed is dated 1870 and by the following year he had built two log buildings,
one close to the shore and the other on a small hill to the north. Both of
these buildings are standing and in use. Though Shaw was primarily a fisherman,
the isolation of his island home required virtual self-sufficiency. Gradually
the land was cleared to make room for fruit and vegetable gardens and an orchard
of apple and cherry trees.
Between 1870 and 1900, a number of other structures were fruilt on the property,
including a log root cellar, a barn, and a workshop. The barn is gone and the
cellar has caved in, but the workshop remains, propped up since 1900 by two log
poles set at angles.
In 1911, Burton Hill, the son-in-law of Francis Shaw, moved to Sand Island.
Though he arrived in poor health, he soon recovered and took over the fishing
and farming operation and concerned himself with other occupations as well.
In the workshop, he fashioned farm tools and boat fittings, using a forge he
had set up there. Above the shop was a sail loft where he made and mended
sails for both himself and other island fisherman. Between 1911 and 1915, Hill
was the postmaster for the island, using the log cabin on the shore as both his
post office and his home. During this period, Sand Island had a year-round
population of over one hundred people. An elementary school was operating at
East Bay and the Booth Fisheries boat was picking up fish three days a week.
Shortly after Francis Shaw's death in 1914, the Hills moved to the log building
on the hill. During the next few years they built a number of additions, including a kitchen and dining area. Until 1918, the former pos* office was used to
lodge fishermen who used the Shaw-Hill dock as a base of operations. In 1918,
a small lean-to was added to that building and the Sand Island Co-operative
Association opened a small store there with Hill as its manager. It closed a
few months later. In 1919, Hill quit fishing, but continued to rent his facilities
to local fishermen. By the 1920 f s, a smokehouse, henhouse, a large barn, and a
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Mary Elizabeth Rice
Bayport, Minnesota 55003
Martha Meade Hulings
Bayport, Minnesota 55003
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Description - continued
Ice House. Adjacent to the grain building is another two-story building with
tar paper exterior walls; in this cas e_gJjJLJS&T-t icaJL j>g±.tejis • The roof of
the main section is a single gable. TFTias a very largTsouth-facing secondstory window. In 1947 and 1948, the present owners repaired the lower walls
and added an interior floor in order to create two bedrooms. A small, onestory gabled wing to the east was used for sawdust storage. In 1974 a lean-to
was added to the west.
Dock. The present dock was built on to old cribbing of the previous dock.
Until 1953 or 1954, a large fish-house stood about midway out on the dock.
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Statement of Significance - continued
number of outbuildings were to be seen in the vicinity of the garden. An
ice house was built near the dock, and Hill supplied both ice and smoked meat
to the islanders. Only the ice house is still intact.
For many years the islanders 1 social life revolved around the Shaw Farm. The
outgoing Hills traditionally held a large bonfire and celebration on the
Fourth of July for islanders and visitors alike. In their workshop were
cooking facilities for large gatherings, and many square dances and picnics
took place under their sponsorship.
The Hills remained on the farm through the early 1940 f s when their advancing
age made it too difficult to keep up the farm. In 1944, they sold the
property to Fred Andersen, a summer neighbor, and since that time it has
remained in the Andersen family. The buildings now are occupied only during
the summer months.
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